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National Science Centre s grant (Poland) HARMONIA 6 (UMO - 2014/14/M/HS1/00436) for the research project entitled  The 
involvement of language, culture-specific factors and folk intuitions in mindreading activity and social cognition  led by Prof. Gut

 Counterfactual Imagination and Pretend Play: The Cognitive Underpinnings of Human Creativity NCN grant PRELUDIUM 11      

(UMO-2016/21/N/HS1/03495 for years 2017-2019) led by Monika Chylińska

On Socio-Cultural Entanglement of Folk Theories of Mind. A Discussion on the Boundaries of Universality and Commonality of 

Mental Concepts and Attributions. NCN grant (Poland) PRELUDIUM 12 (UMO-2016/23/N/HS1/02887 for years 2017-2019) led 

by Robert Mirski, 

1. Cross-Cultural Research on Mind and Soul: Dualism vs. Holism

OBJECTIVE:

 to discover the implicit, or folk, ways of understanding and conceptualizing mental concepts (especially soul and mind) within two cultural groups West (Poland) – East 

(China)

 whether differences between conceiving of the mind and the soul found in various cultural texts (e.g. philosophical writings of the West and the East) are reflected in folk 

(implicit) ways of thinking among lay people.  

Research based on Questionnaire

A. Taking into consideration the two general conflicting views present in the West and East on the explicit level (in philosophical tradition), we created a 

psychological questionnaire to study folk intuitions. Our aim was to find out whether the different ways of thinking that permeate China (holism) and the West (dualism) 

are reflected in folk intuitions at the level of implicit heuristics. 

B. The questionnaire contains an array of ontological, functional, social and ethical questions. There is also a hidden measurement of internal and external 

religiousness. The central point of the questionnaire is that the same questions are asked in reference to the soul and the mind.

C. Ontological question: the category of time. When does the mind/soul begin to exist?  []prior to conception  []at conception []during pregnancy  []at birth

D. Questions about function. We asked the following questions, in the  if  form.  If I had lost my mind/soul, I would have lost  my ability to think:  []no    []rather not    

[]not sure   [] rather yes    []yes

II. Comparative experiments involving children from different cultures

Wellman et al. (2006), and Shahaeian et al. (2011), applying a five-grade rating scale meant to determine stages of the development of the theory of mind (the scale shows progress in acquiring mental concepts), revealed that 

American kindergarteners reach the stages in the theory of mind development in the following sequence: diverse desires (DD), diverse beliefs (DB), knowledge access (KA), false beliefs (FB) and finally hidden emotions (HE). In turn, the 

experiment involving Chinese children revealed a different sequence as the children who spoke only Chinese first passed the knowledge task testing the understanding of sources of knowledge, and later—the diverse beliefs task 

which tests how beliefs and perspectives are differentiated

Recent Research (POLAND and HONG KONG) 

1. Unexpected content (deceptive box) traditional FBT: Packet of chips containing  Lego blocks (verbal or sticker) and Pencil case containing keys (verbal or sticker)

2. Appearance-reality test [deceptive object]: Rock-and-Sponge Version (verbal or sticker) and Lollypop-rubber  version(verbal or sticker)

3. IntensionalityTask Fork-and-Spoon Version(verbal or sticker) and Car-pen version (verbal or sticker)

4. False Belief Second Order Chocolates box) containing crayons (verbal or sticker) and  Cola can containing marbles (verbal or sticker)

Conclusion: The above differences may result from the fact that in Asian cultures people are more likely to attribute human action to contextual or relational factors than Westerners who tend to attribute it to individual s 

internal causes, and they may find it more difficult to solve problems that chiefly concern how the mind works independently of contextual or behavioral cues (cf. Lillard 1998); 2/ behavioral practices both in the aspect of social 

patterns and school structure. Many studies support that Chinese children experience collectivist and interdependent cultural practices, i.e. those where  many parents teach filial respect, emphasize the acquisition of well-

established knowledge, and encourage children s conformity to the cultural models, rules, and traditions conveyed by their elders rather than self-assertive expression of their own independent points of view  (Shahaeian et al. 

2011);3/ the fact that Chinese parents often discourage their children or they do not give them a chance to express their own opinions, but rather endorse opinions that are commonly shared and accepted; 4/ the fact, that Chinese 

mothers of preschoolers from Hong Kong applied an authoritarian parental style toward their children more often as compared to mothers from Europe.

III. On cultural concepts of creativity –  similarities and differences among 

experts and laypeople from Poland and China

MAIN GOALS:

  1. studying the ways of understanding of the concept of creativity by laypeople from Eastern and Western cultures (mainly 

Chinese and Polish)

  2. comparing laypersons' concepts of creativity with the ones proposed by experts in the field of creativity diagnostics

Questions: 1. The author of which drawing is the most creative? 2. Why – in your opinion – is the author of this drawing; the 

most creative one? 3. The author of which drawing is the least creative? 4. Why – in your opinion – is the author of this 

drawing  the least creative one? 

V. Counterfactual Imagination and 

Pretend Play: The Cognitive 

Underpinnings of Human Creativity 

The aim of this project is to analyze counterfactual imagination 

– this one peculiar mental ability whereby we consider 

alternative states of affairs, which is perceived as a particular 

evolutionary precedent and as an explanation of unique human 

cognitive attributes (Suddendorf 2013). The scientific 

background for the research is the thesis that our domain-

general capacity to create things and ideas in an almost 

unlimited manner could be enhanced by children's disposition 

to pretense (Picciuto & Carruthers 2016; Russ 2014). 

Combining the mentioned analyses we intend to determine if 

the function of cognitive underpinnings of our species-specific 

manifestations of creativity could serve counterfactual 

imagination, which is said to be appearing in human 

development exactly in pretend play (Weisberg & Gopnik 

2013; Amsel & Smalley 2000; Harris 2000).

IV. Work on theories of socio-

cognitive development

Theoretical analyses have led us to establish that nativism, 

rational constructivism, and two-systems theory offer 

unsatisfactory explanations of socio-cognitive development 

for two related reasons – their foundationalism and 

nativism. All three theories are foundational in virtue of 

their encoding-based view on mental representation, which 

precludes representational emergence a priori. Appeals to 

innateness do not offer a solution to this problem: The idea 

of inborn concepts is inconsistent with modern biology and 

glosses over the process of their development, which is the 

job of a developmental account to explain. Even though all 

three frameworks have been argued to account for 

empirical data, they remain untenable in light of the above 

theoretical issues. Instead of semantic-based models, we 

aim to develop an action-based account of social cognition, 

basing on Bickhard s Interactivism and other relevant 

works.
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